POEMS ABOUT BIRDS
Alison Morgan
Birds
I can hear birds
Suffolk garden birds
weaving a mosaic of coloured song
threads interlacing through the warm air
of a heat-stilled summer evening.
Without stirring
I recognise fourteen tones
index bursts of coloured sound
firing into silence
propelled forcibly into spaces in the air
streaming out
fading
dying away
to be followed by others
tracing a different course
until the air hangs heavy with a chorus
of voices rising, falling, hanging, intersecting.
A robin sings his thoughtful gold
pauses
finds an echo
in the thin-tinkled silver of a shy dunnock
A starling hurries by
time only for a cheeky chweet
leaving the frequency for the confident descending twitter
of the chaffinch in the cherry blossom
with deep-throated backing from the faithful love of cooing woodpigeons.
Collared doves call feather-spread whirring from telegraph landings
and under the cheerful tack of a passing jackdaw
greenfinches vdzee and goldfinches drop their high-pitched money
while a chiffchaff
small, singleminded
no energy left from African journeys to wrestle with song
chiffs its chaff from a hidden perch.
In the distance, the twice rehearsed cadences of the careful song thrush
its mistle cousin hurrying overhead with football rattle
descending beneath high arched screams of sky-scything swifts
and the rough evening caws of far farm flapping rooks.
Two blackbirds locked in battle on the roof
eyes glaring, yellow gapes warning, tails spread
in a raised dance of wing beating anger.
And me. Listening to the orchestra of life
but finding all I have
is words.

Ardtalla
loch
rose glow light of evening
shines on the still water
sky meets sea
in soft feathered mist
a red-throated diver pauses
looks up
curves head
flicks down silent
leaving a legacy of ripples
and only the sound
of waves

Heron
silent sentinel
in the summer hung stillness
of an evening sky
standing
on a weed dripped rock as the waters
float by
your double falls mirrored
feet to feet
eye to eye
on the still lapping waters
of an orange-red sky
your motionless gaze
of patient belief
unflickered stays
with neck calm, held still
your head glides forward
poised for the kill
stops
by crescent moon in a silent sky
a breeze laps the waters
a fish glides by
your spring uncoils
sudden jab pierces deep
ripples spread outwards
then the mirror smooths over
under dark rock
seaweed hangs lank, touches toes
and the heron returns
as the evening sky glows
to stillness.

Sanderling
on shimmering sand
a single bird
black legs twinkling
abreast of limpid waves
pausing now to dip
for delicate invisible creatures
now to bathe
ruffling feathers
perfect cream below
sun dappled brown above
and then
as shallows creep upon the shore
flitting batlike
unconcerned
to begin again in another place

Gannets
today
the weather has changed
rough seas break
on sheltered shores
flying foam chases windswept sand
steel grey waves rise
fast, furious
and above them, turning, sweeping
banking, soaring
gannets
pure white, blacktipped
rising, gliding, folding, plunging
sudden missiles hurtling
splash
fishwards
break surface, pause
swallow
and soar again
three shapes
in ten seconds

Little tern
Birds
Stone marbled eggshells
In a shallow scrape nest
I caneye
hear
birdsbeak staring
Feather fluffed round
yellow
Suffolk garden birds
then
a mosaic
of coloured song
A screaming flutterweaving
of seaswallow
white
threads
interlacing
Rising, turning, wingflicking protests through the warm air
of a heat-stilled
summer evening.
Swirlblown like windswept
sea foam
Without stirring
Us gone
I recognise
fourteen tones
Silence settles again
on the broad
index bursts
of coloured
Birds take on the invisible
mantle
of shinglesound
silence
Brown waves beatfiring
on a into
seaspray
shore
propelled forcibly into spaces in the air
Once more.
streaming out
fading
dying away
to be followed by others
Arctic terns tracing a different course
until the air hangs heavy with a chorus
A peaceful landingofon
Innerrising,
Farnefalling, hanging, intersecting.
voices
followed by an unexpected
aerial
A robin sings
hisassault
thoughtful gold
fairy tails streaming
translucent white
pauses
furious chattering,finds
screeching,
an echopattering
of red feet paddling
in amid
air, bloodred
beak
in the
thin-tinkled
silver of
a shy dunnock
hammered into unsuspecting
headsby
A starling hurries
modulating occasionally
to afor
musical
singing
time only
a cheeky
chweet
as the enemy, motionless,
becomes
friend
leaving the
frequency
for the confident descending twitter
a passenger on whom
stand and
of thetochaffinch
in conquer.
the cherry blossom
They have, says the
boy,
an
attitude
problem.
to deep-throated backing from the faithful love of cooing woodpigeons.
Collared doves call feather-spread whirring from telegraph landings
and under the cheerful tack of a passing jackdaw
greenfinches vdzee and goldfinches drop their high-pitched money
while a chiffchaff
small, singleminded
no energy left from African journeys to wrestle with song
chiffs its chaff from a hidden perch.
In the distance the twice rehearsed cadences of the careful song thrush
its mistle cousin hurrying overhead with football rattle
under the high arched screams of sky-scything swifts
the rough evening caws of far farm flapping rooks.
Two blackbirds locked in battle on the roof
eyes glaring, yellow gapes warning, tails spread
in a raised dance of wing beating anger.
And me. Listening to the orchestra of life
but finding all I have
is words.

Birds

Northern birds
I came out of the old, quiet house
into the cobbled courtyard
one chilly evening at the end of May.
A sandpiper disappeared over the wall
to bob on a rock in the river below.
I followed it, bringing agitation to an oystercatcher
which took flight in a beating of red and black.
A snipe drummed in the field nearby
a ring ouzel poured its song, in the absence of trees,
from a rock high above the moving water.
Curlews bubbled overhead, and a single sheep
bleated hoarsely at the rising moon
haloed in translucent cloud; translucent
as my passing here.

Yellowhammer
You’re a child’s bird really, standing
Bright yellow, cheerful, uncomplicated
Perched like a painted knob on the green gorse trees
At nursery teatime, demanding
A little bit of bread and no cheese.
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